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INTRODUCTION

The present paper is intended only as a preliminary report on field
work still in progress with a monolingual Estonian child, now nearly
two years ,old. The data to be discussed here were collected in seventeen
two-hour sessions over a period of six months, with bi-weekly visits in
the first month, one a week in the second, and visits every two or three
weeks thereafter. Data from the last three sessions will b. referred to
only informally, as they have not yet been fully processed. At the time
of the first session the child's mean utterance length was 1.pproximately
one word -- and one morpheme. By the end of her twentieth month (thse
ninth session) the average was 1.18; at the most recent session it was
2.18 -- counting, in these latter cases, not morphemes but words: The
number of morphemes would be considerably higher an& for cross-
linguistic comparison, possibly misleading, due to the rapid development
of inflection for tense in the verb and for case and number in the noun
(see Morphology, below).

Though Linda V was born in the United States (San Mateo,
California, on January 5, 1970) and is growing up here, her daily life
includes relatively little contact with English speakers. Her mother,
Mille, left her native Estonia in 1944 at the age of five. She was raised
in Sweden, completing high school there, but'receiving little or no for-
mal training in Estonian (which she neveltheless reads and writes). She
moved to California with her parents in 1958. Linda's father, Mati, also
left Estonia in 1944, at eleven, for Germany; in 1949 he and his mother
immigrated to the United States, where he completed high school and
some years of college. Mati's mother liyes in a cottage adjoining their
home. Hille's parents also live nearby and frequently baby-sit. In addi-
tion, most of the family friends are Estonian-speaking. Mille and Matt
use Estonian exclusively in addressing Linda, even when non-Estonian
speakers are present. Attending a public nursery school or playroom
on one occasion with her mother at 1;10, Linda used a whispered mumble
as a replica of the English she heard from the other children. Lately
she has asked her mother to talk "mumumurnum", responding with a
laugh and demands for more when her mother speaks a little English for
her, Out of the 300 or so words recorded in our field sessions only six
English words occur: Two are culture-loans -- /kgatup. / 'ketchup' and
/tt' N.41/ 'television' (the former is a food item not used in Estonia, the
latter is referred to there as ittlevi:sor/ 'television set' and /thlevisj6tn/
'television medium'); one is the near-universal /okoL:/ 'okay'; and
three are direct reflections of the fact that Linda lives in an English-
speaking community: ihai:/ 'hit /pait/ 'bye ! and /Att.-awl/ 1no-noll,
the latter reserved exclusively for reprimands to Muki, the family's
Labrador, who is otherwise always addressed in Estonian,
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PHONOLOGY

The description that follows is based entirely on substitution analysis,
cornpa.rison of the child's forms, gathered over the months of most intense
development vis-a-vis acquisition of the adult inventory of segments, 1
with the adult model. Detailed or "fine" phonetic transcription was not
attempted, 2 but ample data art available on the question of approximation
to the adult phonemic inventory and canonic requirements.

Adult forms will be cited here -- using slant brackets to distinguish
the model from the child's replica, in square brackets -- more or less
in the traditional phonemic transcription, reflecting a relatively shallow
analysis sufficient for rendering the broad phonetic shape of the words
the child hears. The consonant inventory --

p t t'
(f) s s' (;)
m n n'

1 1'

r

-- includes a series of palatal consonants (C') at least partially predictable
at the morphophonemic level and phonetically recognizable as palatal not
in the release but in the quality of the preceding vowel*. Palatalization
is used to a greater extent than usual in language addressed to the child,
particularly in a coaxing or consoling function, but this phenomenon will
not receive special attention here. The consonants /fLand // are rare,
occurring mainly in relatively recent loan words. An assimilation rule
produces [01 for In! before velar stops, except before a morpheme
boundary (hence, irtSn:ki/ 'train, sP' [rtS9:kij, but /6n:+ki/ is indeed'

18n:kij).3 The velar nasal will not be used here. The vowels include
a front rounded pair, a single back unrounded mid-vowel /8/ (= [01), and
a low front vowel /U/ (= [ml) in addition to the standard five vowels typia
cally found in European languages:

e 8 8

a

Primary stress falls on the initial syllable of native Estonian words, but
may fall elsewhere on loan words (often in combination with a long syllable
nucleus). Both primary and secondary stress (which is not predictable in



any simple terms) will be marked, except on monosyllables.

The question of Estonian quantity is complex and, partly because the
presence of three phonologically distinctive degrees of length has offended
theorists with a penchant for binariness, has been the subject of many
studies for over fifty years. I will use a three-way marking of both
vowels and consonants in stressed syllables.

I a or t : short segment

II a' or t. : long segment

III a : or t: over-long segment

It has been shown that in words of the structure #CVCV# the length of
the vowel of the second syllable is inversely proportional to the length
of the vowel of the first syllable (cf. Posti 1950, 1968; Lehiste 1960, 1966;
LIiv 1961, 1962). The three-way length contrast can in fact be defined
in ayllabic as well as segmental terms, but the segmental and syllabic
boundaries do not necessarily coincide. It has been suggested that the
third degree of length be handled as, a prosodic (syllabic) phenomenon,
while the first and second degree are viewed as segmental. (E. Vihman
1972): Though the marking of segmental length is unambiguous where a
single,vowel or consonant is involved (/kLu/ 'ash, pP', /1(S.. lu/ 'weight,
so', /1c.:1u/ 'weight, sP'; /1t.tus/ :become lost, s3pret. /lat us/ 'roof',
/kat:us/ 'become covered, s3piret. '), it becomes a problem in transcrib-
ing a form like /k6:k.i/ (or /k8.k:i/ or /k8:k:i/) 'cake, sP', in which
segmental assignment of the extra-length remains arbitrary, even after
careful instrumental measurement, though both the intonation pattern
and the first vs. second syllable length ratio clearly indicate that the
form as a whole is over-long. Similarly, where the syllable nucleus .

is complex (i. e. ,' contains a vowel + continuant sequence) only the short
and long segmental degrees are possible, though the syllable as a whole
is either long (contains two short segments) or overlong (contains a long
post-vocalic segMent); ka.e:la/ 'neck, 80, BP', /kS.rrni, ka.r:trii/
'severe, 80, sP', /kgsstsi, k.s':t'i/ 'large box, sCi, sP'. Since the
treatment of the Estonian quantitative contrasts in either segmental or
syllabic terms so far lacks the support of a conirincing morphophonemic
analysis, I have here adopted the traditional segmental transcription.

Throughotit the discussion of Linda's phonology I will be systemati-
cally using data from the first four months alone, surnma,eizd into four
"stages" her developing grammar, Linda's language at 1,7, 1;8, etc.
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Consonants and clusters
All the consonants except the palatal series may occur word-initially

in adult Estonian. The clusters /pl, pr, kl, kr/, found initially Lt the
adult form of just ten items in Linda's vocabulary, constitute, with /tr/,
the only initial clusters occurring with any notable frequency in the adult
language (cf. Raun & Saareste 1965:13). Post-vocalically the short obsttu-
ents give a near voiced impression to the ear accustomed to English, while
.their long or overlong counterparts are clearly voiceless, and are always
released finally.

The results of a substitution analysis of Linda's initial and medial
consonants and clusters are given in Figure 1.6*

Figure 1

Initial and medial consonants
Total = number of different words represented, over four month period.

Repetitions of same word counted only in case of variant rendering
(X/Y)

Model = adult phone

Total Model 1;7 1;8 1;9 1;10
28 #p

4 #b

3 #pl

2 #pr
V p V1'1

p15 p13 p14 p18
b 1 01 piv 2
b 1 b2 b3 p1
p1 P2 b /pl
p 1 p1 p1 p1
t 1 k 1

p3
P./p.

3

5 V p' V pa 1
p ip 1

2 V pl V

1 Vpr V

1 V pt V
23 #t

9 V t V

t 12
p/v 1
k1
t/d 2
t/O 1

t3

p1
p5
pip' 1

P. 5p'ipl
P2

p1
pita 1

p' 1
t14
d1
tib 1

t6

6

p1
p6 p5

P 4 P6 2

pl 1
p1
p 1

t 15 t 14

t5 t6
t` 1

.01
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Total Model 1;7 1;8 -1;9 1;10

16 V t V t 8 t' 6 t' 9 t'. 9
t1 t 1 s1
s 1 s 1 t /t 1
VA t /t 2

1 V tj V j1 j 1 j1 j1
2 V tk V jic 1 jk 1 tk 1

jic 1
5 V ts V ts 2 ts 3 ts 3 , ts2

s 1 ts/s 1 s 1 s 1
ts/s 1 is /s' 1 is /s' 1:-

54 #k k 19 k 31 k 31 k 30
k/p 2 k/g 1
kit 1
k/g 3
k /h /j /O 1
k/0 1

2 #1c1 k 1 k 1 k 2
k/0 1

3 #kr k1 k1 k1 k 1

I V k V k1
15 V k' V k' 9 k' 10

4

ic 9 k' 12
2 V ks V ts 1 ts2 ks 17 ts 1

44
ks/s 1

16 its s 1 t1 s5 s8
p1 k1 ti t1
t1 n /11 k1 k1
It/g /0 1 01 n 1 1 1
11 0 /j1 j 1

0 1 rn/n 1
s /01

1 Intl v 1

13 V s V s1 s1 s4 s2
5' 5 so 5 s 6 s 5

7i1

1 V s' V s' 1 s' 1 s' 1 s' 1
5 V st V s' istaist st 4 st 3 st 1

Mit /I /ht 1
is 1 st/ts/s' 1 st/s/s' 1 s/s' 1

ta/s/s' 1 Ohs 1
st/s/s' 1
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Total Model r;7 1;8 1;9 1;10

1 V -sk V sk 1
11 #h h.3 h2 05 h2

02 02 j 1 j 1
j1 j1 h /0 1
h/01 h /0 1

11 V h V h8 h7 h7 h7
5 v ht V ht 1 ht 1 ht 2 ht 1

1 V hk V
1 V hl V
3 V hv V

20

nit 1 s' 1
t. 1

0.11
v7
w1

4 V V v 1
v/b 1

20 #m m6
p1
n 1

5 V m V ml
3 V rn V m. 1
2 V mp V mp 1

p. 1
1 V mpe V p1

2 V mps V mps 2
14 #n n 7

n/m 1

fl

9
w1

1

m 13

.mp 1

rnp 1

n 8
m 1

12 V n V n3 n5
n' 1. n/j 1
n /n' 1
n/rn 1

V ' V n5 n'3 n2 n'1
n. /n 1

2 V nt V nt/nt. 2 nt /nt' 2 nt 2 nt 1
V nt V nt 1

h* 1

1 2

9
w 1
p1

1

p1
m 10

ml
m 1
mpl

mp 1
rnlv
mps 2
n 8
m1
n/t 1
n 6
j2

(.1

IC 1

ve 1
f 1

10
w 1
v/w 1
v/p 1

2
n /jt /j /O 1

m 13

m3
m' 2

imp 1

n 6
j2

1

8



Total Model

1 V nts V
V nk V8
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1;7 1;8 1;9

nts 1
ilk 1

nts 1 nts 1
nk 1 nk 3
nt 1 1

V nk' V nk' 1 k 1 le 1
k 1

19 #1 1 2 1 4 1 8 1 5
ml ml ml n2
n 1 n3 ni v2
n/02 v2 n/j 1 j2
j1 j1 j2
0 2 1/n 1 w 1
1/m 1 lin 1
l/m/n 1 , lij 3

10 V 1 V 13 15 14 15
j1 01 1/01
l/t 1

9 V 1' V 1 3 P 3 1' 4 1' 6
11 t 1
3 1 j1

1 V lt V
3 V. 1k V lk 1
1 V lin V

9 #r 02 02 02 0-1
j1 j3 31

n3, ni
10 V r V 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 2

01 V 2 01 P 1
h1 3 1 3 1
0 1 11`1 0 1

1/j 1

2 V rt V ik I
2 V rk V jk' 1 Pe 1
1 V rst V st 1
1 V rn V
1 V ry V w/p/18 1 1h/ts 1

1 V rj V 4' 1 1° 1 1' 1

16 #j i 1 j6 j6
k2 k1 k 1
01 j /01 8 1
J/0 2 1/0 1

1;10

nts 1
nk 4

n 1
k' 1

It 1

lk 3
1* 1

jl

VOA 1

2 V j V j 1 j2

9

1/3 1

t 1

k 1
st 1
P 1
1' 1
1' 1

j8
j/1 1
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Disregarding the few forms (loan words) with initial /b/, which may or
may not be devoiced initially by adult speakers here (though in Estonia
they are generally devoiced), the following table summarizes the data
on initial consonants: The entry + signifies "over 80 correct",
= signifies over 50% correct, - indicates some correct forms, though
less than 50% , and blank means no correct forms.

1;9- 110

#p
#t
#k
#s
#h
#v
#m
#n
#1

#r
#j

10,

O

+ + +

+ + +

+ + +

_ . .

Table O1

This summary highlights the child's cliffioultils: (1) Stops a-:.d nasals
present less of a problem than do fricatives and sonorants which do not
include a stop articulation -- because the articulatory adjustment required
is less fine? All nasals and stops are-essentially mastered by 1;8. (2) At
1;7 /v/ has already peen mastered, -ati well as /p/ and /n/ (and /m/ is
close to the cut-off point, with 75% correct forms). Aside from the fact
that labials may be easier to replicate correctly because of the visual
cue, the articulation of /v/, unlike that of /s/, requires no delicate
adjustment in tongue position. (3) Except for /v/, the fricatives are
difficult and are only gradually being mastered at 1;10. /s/ is of course
the only Estonian fricative requiring the typically fricative tongue/palate
adjustment. While it is higher in frequency than /h/ initially, it is also
clearly, more of a problem for Linda, and it shows a much larger range
cL error than /h/, which alternates only with 0 -- as indeed it may in
the standard adult language as well -- and with /j/, before a front vowel
only. (4) Whereas /r/ remains a step more difficult than /s/ and /b/ by
the end of the four months, the semi- =vowel /j/ shows steady progress,

10
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to relatively complete mastery by the end of the period covered. (5) Even
now, at 1;12, Linda has not once roduced a trill In (nor indeed an In of
any otter kind:), in any position. .1

The clusters /p7, pr, kl, kr/ occur in few forms initially, but their
treatment in Linda's grammar nevertheless falls into a clear and consis
tent pattern: The cluster is regularly simplified in the direction of the
stop. -In view of the relPtive difficulty of initial stop vs. initial /1/ or Iri,
this is quite unsurprising, but it is interesting that where, in older Ger-
manic, Baltic, and Slavic loans into Estonian, the cluster was simplified
to fit the, demands of the native canon, it was always the last consonant
in the cluster that was retained: cf. /ran:t/ 'shore': German Strand;
/tiipa/ 'room': Lithuanian stubW, /14.mat / 'book': Russian jramota
reading and writing ; etc. (This tendency continues today in Finnish, but
ceased operating some time ago in Estonian. Compare Finnish rouva.,
Estonian /prima./: German Frau 'lady, Mrs. '; Finnish laasi, Estonian
/kla :s' /: German Glas 'glass'; etc. We could expect Linda's version
of these words to be qpimal and *[ka:s1.)

Medially, setting aside the quantity distinction for later consideration
A)gether with quantity in vowels, all consonants were essentially mastered
from the outset of this investigation, with the exceptiiin of /1/, which was
stabilized at 1;8, and !r /, which has yet to emerge. 5

With regard to medial clusters, though no one cluster occurs commonly
enough to admit a percentual evaluation of Linda's substitutions, it is
again clever that stop and nasal articulations are relatively less difficult.
The only clusters for which some correct substitutions were made already
at 1;7 are all the nasal + consonant(s) combinations and /ts/ and /ht/; by
1;10 one occurrence each of /tk./ and /sk/ could be noted. (The use of [f1
for /hv/ may be counted "correct", since in adult Estonian the two realiza-
tions vary freely.) Of the stop + sonorant clusters, only one correct
replica, [pl.], occurring at 1;9, may be counted. The remaining instances
again show simplification in the direction of the stop. The sequence
sonorant + stop appears to present less of a problem,. both /it/ and /1k/
being essentially mastered by l ;10. Clusters involving In + stop are
replaced by [lb 01, or 0 + stop; /rj/ yields a so far stable (i 1, while
/rv/ poses a particular (perceptual?) problem: Linda frequently rehearses
the word /vL.vas/ 'toe', but has so far been unable to reproduce any near
approximation of the adult sequence.

The data regarding word-final consonants, rare in mono.morphernic
Estonian words but quite common as inflectional markers, are presented
in Figure II, divided into the categories "alter stressed vowel" (mono-
syllabic) and "after unstressed vowel" (polysyllabic words).

k
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Figure II

Final consonants and clusters

+ = morpheme boundary precedes consonant

Total Model 1;7 1;8 1;9 1;10

4

-
After stressed vowel

+p
1 p.
7 t t' 1

02
k 1

ts ts 2
ts/nts 1

1 k

k' k 2
t' 2

4 ks ks 1
kh

s2
4 s' s 3

s /1 1
2 m ml
1 mp mp 1
6 n n3

2 nt

3 of

A.

02 02
p 1
t' 3 t. 1 t 1
t2 k1
t /ts 1 .t 1

ts 2 ts 2
.ts /nts 1 ts/t 1
ts/th 1

ts 1
ts/ a' 1

ts 1

k 3 k 2 k' I
k' it' 1

ks 3 ks 4 ks 1
k; 1

s'1 a 1 s2
s 3 s 1 s 1
s /f* 1

n 1 m1
mp 1 mp 1
n 1 n 1 n2

1 ri/O/rn 1
nt 1 nt 2 nt 1

nt' 1 nt 1
n 1

1 12 02 4. 2 1 1

1/0 1 1/0 1

5 1 1' 4 1. 4 1. 1

1 lk lk 1

2 lm tn. 1 1rn 1 lm 1
m 1

12

rn' 1
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Total Model 1;7 1;8 1;9, 1;10

3 r 01 01 02ii
4.14

1 rt p/t 1 ti t81

1 rk ,k/nk 1

1 rn n* 1

1 ry 4.1 4.1 1 1

B. After unstressed vowel

1

9

9

1

1

1

7

3

2

1

2

4

P 01

4- p 03 05 04 04
4- t t1 03 - 03 ti

0 1 t/0 I
t. t I 01

4- t 01 01 t/t8/0 1 01
..,i

It 0 t'

s 02 8 1 83 s2
8/0 1 02 01
02

4- s s2 el s 2

02 02 01 01

n n I n 1

1 01 01 01

01 01 01 01

Of the short obstruents, /p, t, s/ occur in high-frequency morphemes,
marking the third-person singular present tense of the verb (/p/), the
nominative plural of the noun (/t/), and the third person singular pre-
terite of the verb and the "inessive" or "in"-case of the noun (both /s/).
The only one of these consonants which also occurs with an frequency
in mono-morphemic words is /s/ (i.e. on some nouns in the nomina-
tive singular, which is unmarked), and it was also the first short obstru-
erit to occur in Linda's speech word-finally -- beginning at 18. The
preterite inflection was established by 1;9, the plural inflection was used
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regularly by 1;10, the /p/ of present tense inflection remained still
unknown at 1;10, but was suddenly in heavy use late in 1;11. /v/ is
relatively rare word-finally, except as the present participle marker
(occurring, e.g., in /pi..lav/ 'hot', lit. /pella+v/ 'burn+ing'); Linda has
not yet used it. Long final obstruents are noticeably more common in
Linda's speech, a few cases of It., k , s' / occurring correctly from
1;7 on, alongside the final clusters /ts/ and /Its], in monosyllables.
I would submit that perceptual salience alone accounts for the relative
orders of acquisition of long and short consonants finally, the former
being rather fortis and thus more prominent. Note that /t / occurs as
one of the partitive singular markers; it began to come into use as such
at 1:10 (see Morphology, below).

Some final nasals and nasal + stop clusters occur from 1;7 on,
especially,in monosyllables, and there are almost no errors in the few
recorded occurrences of words with final nasal; similarly final long /1 /
occurs in monosyllables from 1;7 on, while short /1/ is correctly repli-
cated by 1;9, and substitutes' for (apparently perceived but not reproducible)
In by 1;8. In polysyllables both /1/ and In are consistently omitted
finally.

Vowels and clusters
The distinction between (stressed) vowels that are relatively "hard"

for Linda and those that are relatively "easy" is quite clear-cut: see
figure III. The vowels /1, a, u/ had definitely already been mastered
by 1;7; /e/ and /o/ show a tendency o be confused with the corresponding
higher vowels /i/ and Ail, respectively, /e/ somewhat more so than /o/.
The front vowel /g/ is confused with the corresponding central vowel
/a/ -- and in fact rather unaccountably shows some regression over the
four months. The theoretically satisfying preference Linda shows for
the three "least - marked" vowels /1, a, u/ is seconded in her distinction
between the highly - marked vowels /1.1, 8, 8/, in which front-backness
and rounding do not agree, and all the other vowels -- though indeed /8/
(mid back unrounded) is established at about the same rate as /g/.
varies only with [al, however, while /8/ is confused about equally often
with [u1 and [il. The two front rounded vowels are clearly of another
order of difficulty entirely. /8/ has not yet been mastered, and in fact
is realized as [ti] only sporadically. Linda's words with [u] for /ti/
e.g. [tail for /tfihi/ temrty', [mut. s] for /milts:sV 'hat', [kum:] for
/kill':m/ 'cold' (all from 1;7 on), [j(ip:a} for /hfip:a/ 'jump, s2 Inver, $
(1;8 on), ittljaj (1;7, 1;8), [tiil:a] (1;9, 1;10) for /stll:e/ 'into [rnother'sj

arms'. -- seem to be fairly stable over the four months, whereas
the forms with [11 vary: tik:s1 (1;9) for /ilk:s/ 'one' (cf. also Yiksil,
1;10, for irksi/ 'alone), [prit'sil (1;7), [btitsi, p(iseit1 (1;8), [piksi1 (1;9),

14
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Figure III

Stressed vowels and clusters

Total Model 1;? 1;8

28 1 i 14 1 16
e' 1

14 I* 1' 4 is 3
i1 i
is /1 2 1 /1 1

16 a i2 i5
01 e/i 1
i 1 e 1

e' e. 2 e' 2
1. 2 es /i. 1

i1
ei ei 1

11
i 1

1/e* 1

ea

9

4

2 ai

2 Ne

69 a

9 a' #

ja 1

a! 2
a2

N1

a 3 8
2

a/1 1

a' 5
a

N2
a2
i 1

Ni 1

a 3 8

a' 4
a /a' 2
a1

1;9

1 15

is 8
it
e' 2
e3
i2
i'1

e* 4

ei 1
i 1

oa/wa 1

N1
a5

N1

tie 1
a' 1
a 41

a' 4
al

1;10

118
i 2
i/a 1

is 7

12

e4
i3
i1
e/i 1

e' 3
e' /1* 1

ei 2
e* 1

N1
a2

N. 1
N1

Ne 1

a 36

as 5
al



Total Model

9 ai

1 ae

5 au

39

12

26

17

1

8

O

o'

oi

tf

1 ti
2 8'

10

1

1

8

61

8u

1;7

ai 4

au 1
au/a 2

u16
u/o 1
u/G 1

IV 4
u' /u /o 1
o f

o 7

u3
o/a 1
o/u 1

o' 2
u /o 2

/u I
/u 1

84
u1
i1

a. 1
ou 1

-65-

1;8

ai 4

au 1
al
au/a 1

u 20
u/o 1

te 3
u 1
tf 1

o 12
u 2
o/u 1

o' 3
11' /o' 1
u' 1
u l
o 1

os' 1

u5
i1

i 1
ul
82
8/i. 1

a* 1

ou/o/o' 1

1;9

ai 6
a1
a/8/u 1
au 2
a1
au/a 1

u18
u/o 1
Iv 1

u* 3

O 9
u 3
u/8 1
o/u 3

o' 6
u' 2
o' /u 1
of

al
2

8/u 1
i1
ul

1;10

ai 4al
ae 1

au 1
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Otsit] (1;10) for /pfiksit/ 'pants', /8/ ranks with the trill Irf,
in that Linda had not yet used it once as of 1;11 (but she achieved a very
close, somewhat high or [ti] -like approximation in several uses of the
word /s8:p1 'eat', s3pres. ' at 1;12), This vowel is of significantly
lower occurrence than any of the other vowels, or than /r/, in the adult
lexicon as well as in Linda's. Since 1;10 two new words with /8/, or
rather /8' / and /8:/, have been added, 1(8' kis/ 'in the kitchen' and
/t6:t'ap/ 'work, s3pres. in both of which Linda substitutes long [I] for
/8/. (The only common adult forms with short /8/ are /ktilia/ 'cough',
and its derivatives; Linda has not yet used any of these, to my knowledge
Rather than attempt to replicate /s8:/ 'eat', Linda invented the term
[ngni.qn":(i)] as one of her earliest "words". The form [su] for /s8:(p)/
first occurred at 1;10; the only other occurrences of /8:1 within the four
months covered in Elmire III are both renderings of /n8:p / 'button',
which it cost some effort to elicit during field sessions, though Linda
clearly understood the word and could identify the object referred tot__

This kind of observation leads me to speculate as to the role played
by phonetic difficulty, whether perceptual or articulatory (or both), in
the child's choice of (active) vocabulary, i.e., of words to attempt using.
Is there a good correlation between the frequency of words containing
a given phone in Linda's vocabulary and its frequency in the adult Estonian
that she has been exposed to? Or does she try to avoid using, say, words
with initial /r/, or with the vowel /8/? Could a total difficulty quotient
be calculated from the relative difficulty of the various consonants and
vowels in a word, in their respective positions, and then used to try to
predict the relative time of acquisition of, say, high frequency nouns
and verbs ('eat' and 'button', for example)?

Vowel clusters are represented by too few forms in the data to allow
, of much comment, but it may be noted that /ai/ appears to pose no special

problem, while /ei./ has taken Linda longer to master -- as follows from
the fact that /e/ itself begins to come under good control only in the latter
part of the period investigated; possibly it is also difficult to distinguish
the two separate segments in /ei/, i.e., to differentiate the cluster from
/e' /, since they are perceptually as well as articulatorily very close.
The cluster /6i/ is rendered as [a;] in the common lexical item /v6i. /
'butter' (1;? on: [ va:]); Linda's mother reports that by 1;12 she was
varying [v6i:] with [va' ]. It also occurs in the past tense of some com-
mon verbs: /jeii:/ 'drank', /OW 'ate', /tcli:/ 'brought', /18i:/ 'hit',
the first three of which Linda now uses in the present tense but none of
which she has attempted to use in their "strong" or irregular past tense
form; she has formed a regularized past tense for 'drink' fju:sj, based
on the marker. /s/ which occurs on the vast majority of verbs.

17
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The unstressed vowels (see Figure IV) show no startling difference
from stressed vowels in control of quality. The adult language allows
only /i, u, a, e/ in unstressed syllable, except for a scattering of loan
words and proper names with /0/. Both /e/ and /0/ give Linda trouble,
as they do under stress, the preferred substitutes again being [1] and [u],
respectively, with [u] for /e/ in the on instance where /v/ precedes:

'fork' 4 [kif:u].
Figure II.

Unstressed vowels
A. Disyllabic forms
Total Model 1;7 1;8 1.;9 1;10

68 1 i32 i34 i38 i36
u 1 u 1 0 1 u 1
i/u 1 0/a 1

01

35 u u 18 u 19 u 19 u 20
u/o 1 u/a 1 i 1

_67 a a 25 a 34
u 1 01

u

o o/u 2 -u 1
o/u 2

26 a el e2
a5 al
i3 i4
e/i. 1 e/i 1

01

a 37

°i5
a2
e/i 2
u 1

a 41
0/1 1

u 2
o f

e 2
i7
a2
e/i 1

Tri-and quadri-syllabic forms-
.

Model 1;7 1;8 1,9 1;10

pril bi:s .izsik apik h apik h:sA

shit' 4 shit' h.
lae:lki trjak k,1jak hrn / kAelly i

ktiunp/ ItC.ijp
kOp.i.k. h. s k6p i kOp' i
llpi.+1s pLi
Irplik' hs N4' pile hs liplik° hs
ltitsi.k. hs iCissike t litsik' h
m6ril 'In mil' i rnii. i t-nri. i
rn6. nik' ,mo:ni
niti. stk. h mCi. sr rmislie h. mu' silt'. ,

sin inb nfrzi

18
sin
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Model 1;7 1;8 1;9 1;10

u hOpune (h)Opu hOpu hOpu
kirjut ap kir akil a kil a kn.' a
nu sut a, nu. su

], , I,
a etas'i etasi

1c;.nkarh k4u lau
k61. ape kOta kOle a kOls a
pa

..t are i pat i,
pu

,
punane na,.vanaemaRsa vaja waja yap.

o k rope,t''

e S.p isiap'
rOhel'ine nuhi

at' ak'.

One recurrent source of error in unstressed vowels is an apparent
tendency toward assimilation to the stressed vowel: cf. [jiihu/jiih:u]
(1;7), [jiihu] (1;8) for /jiihip/ 'drive, s3pres. '; [kiiki/kiik.u1 (1;7) for

i/ 'cake, sP'; [liisik' (1;9) for /1isik° as/ 'spoon'; [mimul
(1;7 - 1;8) for /mina/ 'egg'. The form [pal (1;7) for /pkhe/ 'onto the
head' might also be adduced, though the presence of numerous other [al
for /e/ substitutions in which no such assimilation can be claimed
(at 1;7, [tiija] for both /sfil:e/ 'into [mother's] lap, arms' and /tille/
'come, s2imper [ti:a1 for /tere/ 'hi, greetings', and [Uja, for
/CI' et/ 'new, pN') makes that example less persuasive. It should be
noted further that in at least one case Linda has created a noun by
adding [a], by far the most commonly occurring unstressed vowel, to
the sound she hears conventionally associated with the animal named:
fpr:(u)a1 'horse', the consogantal sequence here rather inadequately
representing a labial trill, which is used by t stonian farmers for
'whoa!', and which Linda has heard in a nursery song (compare her
creation with the baby-talk terms /mit a/ 'moo-cow' and /.ua/ 'bow-wow',
both formed by adding /a/ to the sound conventionally associated with
the animal -- /mu:/ and au' -tu:/.

Another error common among the few incorrect disyllabic forms
is omission of the unstressed syllable entirely: cf. [ne:, ni :J (1;8) for
/nLi/ 'four' (since 1;8 Linda has omitted this number -- because she
.considers it phonetically troublesome? and counts (kak:s # kol:m #
vi:sj 'two, three, fivel; [1(4:1 (1;9) for /kr6vi/ 'screw'; [yaw, vat:
(1;8), (vai:, v6.1. 1t1 (1;9) for /thvas, Nr.r: pat/ 'toe, toes'; [am:, au:,
onuj (1;7) for /Cam/ 'uncle'; [kip:s, kill (1;8) for /k6rpes/ 'fly'. (In the
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latter two cases the collapse of the second syllable has involved change
in the quality of the first vowel as well. )

A total of 23 words of more than two syllables occur in Linda's
corpus (cf. Figure IVO. Judging which syllable has been retained by
the quality of the vowel (with [u, i] for /o, e/ in [ilt'up.alte] (1;10) for
/Lc. ropa:V / 'acrobat', [ap is (1;9) for / elgin/ 'orange'), I sum-
marize the degree of Linda's fidelity to the syllable structure of the
model below:

.16
1;7 1;8 1;9 1;10

No syllables omitted 1 3 7 2

Last syllable(s) omitted 2 4 7 7

Second syllable omitted 1 3- 3 3

First two syllables omitted 1 1

Table 2

I have not included words reaching three or more syllables only when
bi-morphemic, such as aut o+lca/ 'with [the] car', since they clearly
do not present the same problem to the child as an unanalyzable three
or four-syllable-long stretch. Compounds are a special case. I have
treated as bi-morphemic only those compounds in which at least one
member was a part of Linda's lexicon before she attempted the longer
word -- namely, /A na+itn:t/ '? +bird = ostrich', /Iciik er +OA': /
'? + ball = somersault', and /8hu+p511:/ 'air + ball = balloon', in none
of which the first member was familiar -- but then that is also true,
for the child, of all adjective + noun combinations, for example, unless
she is already familiar with the adjective in its predicate function (Linda
had still only used two adnominal adjectives by 1;10, /vtiike/ 'small'
as of 1;8, /su:r/ 'large' as of i ;9). The cornpound /k6.e;1+kirjak /
'giraffe, lit. neck + spotty'Vendered in various anomalous ways (1;9),
until Linda finally arrived at [.elki] (1;10))and /v6.na4ma/ or /v6A-Aa+
isa/ 'grand-mother or -father, lit, old + mother, father', were both
rendered [v6,ja] from 1;10 until the most recent session (1;12). For Linda,
the first form clearly counts as a long unanalyzable word, since neither
of the components occur in her vocabulary. Similarly, since she uses
[mat] for /grria/ for 'mother', as 'does her mother as well now, and
tt6..taj 'daddy' for /isa/ 'father', both components of /v6.na.Arna/ and
and /vA.na+isa/ are also presumably unfamiliar except in those two words
themselves.

20



The only forms with truncation of the first, stressed syllable were
/elevanit': / 'elephant' and /helik bp:ter/ 'helicopter'. In both cases the
third syllable, that receiving secondary stress, was treated as word-
initial -- [van :] and [kup'1]. The fact that Estonian .nas initial stress
certainly explains why that syllable is most rarely dropped. Note that
the collocation /ej taha/ '[I] don't want' a common adult response,
without person marker, to questions of the sort "Do you want to ... ",
with the person understood was rendered simply [taha] (which could in
theory also represent /tghap/ 'want, s3pres. (affirmative)' or /tS.ha/
'want, s2imper. '), with negative meaning perfectly clear from the
situational context (Linda vigorously shakes her head, pushes her food
away, turns her back on the adult offering to help remove a doll's sock),
for some three weeks before the full form suddenly appeared (1;8).

With regard tlo the remaining syllables in long words, in the earliest
stages second and last syllables were almost equally likely to be omitted.
By 1;9 the last syllable was much more often dropped, even though it
generally receives secondary stress in adult trisyllabic forms. Looking
more closely at the data, however, it should be noted that five out of the
six words thus simplified at 1;9 ended in /ne/, an open, maximally
"light"- syllable in physical terms, and functionally a non-productive
derivational suffix most often found on adjectives, in particular on the
color terms, which Linda learned (with much coaxing) as a set and still
fails to differentiate.

Though the second syllable was omitted in ten forms according to
the summary in Table 2, only four words are involved: /kirjut
'write' --> [kil a] (1 ;? - 1;10, i. e. 4 forms), /pgt 8,241/ 'battery' -->
[pat (1;8), /mgrilin/ 'Marilyn' --> [mil 1] (1;8 - 1;10), and /1c.ngal'W
'kangaroo' > [k4u] (1;9 - 1;10). The difficulty in making any percentual
or statistical remarks about the child's rendering of adult form is obvious:
The first time Linda used, e. g. , 1], roughly a month after first
hearing, and then being regularly exposed to, the cumbersome name
/rnerilin/, with its difficult In and /1/ in close proximity, we could infer
a relationship between the (adult) form heard and the form produced; on
subsequent uses, however, no such relationship need obtain. With words
the child uses often, at least, she is surely no longer attending to the
adult form before producing the word anew, but is, simply consulting
her own lexicon -- however that may be stored.7 And yet this analysis
is overly static: Though such words as [kil a] and [mil, which
Linda uses constantly, retain a relatively primitive phonetic shape
even into a stage where a much closer approximation of the adult
form might be expected, still the child will eventually change the shape
of these items. Clearly at some point she must attend to the adult form
afresh, or she would never note the discrepancy between that and her
own version. The problem is of course complicated where, as in the
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case of the name [mil' the adults adopt the child's term! A better
example here is thus [kilt a], which Linda has used consistently and
with very high frequency for at least six months (i. e. , since the
beginning of this investigation), in spite of regular dialogues in which
the full inflected forms /kfrjut. 5./ (s2imper. ), /kfrjut' 5.p/ (s3pres. ),
/kfrjuata/ (inf. ), and others occur repeatedly.

Whether or not the second syllable is dropped does not appear
to depend on the particular vowel nucleus of the second and third
syllables. We find /u/ replaced by [a] in [kfl' a], /a/ by [i] in [pa
and /a/ by [u] in [k4u]. (I class [niihi] for /rOheline/ 'green', in
which [i] may as easily derive from the second syllable /e/ as from
the third syllable /i/, as "last syllables omitted"; even if it were taken
as an additional case of "second syllable omitted", it would merely
represent loss of a like vowel, [i] for /iCi/. Rather, the surrounding
consonants provide the explanation: The second syllable vowel is never
lost when it is both preceded and followed by obstruents cf. [mit si]
(1;7), [musik'5.] (1;8), [mii sikal (1;9) for /mu' sik'a./ 'music' and even
[4ik. ai (1;7 - 1;8) for /5.p' rik' O:s/ 'apricot'" (and, for Linda, 'orange'
as well), in which the post-consonantal In is either "not heard" or
treated as part of the nucleus, presumably because a solidly perceivable
and reproducible stop precedes it. In all, the cases in which the second
syllable vowel is lost, that vowel is either preceded or followed.by /r/,
the most difficult of consonants for Linda. The cluster / rj/ obviously
"counts" as / r/, both in /kirjutel/ [kilt al and in Linda's first attempt
at /kle:lkirjake /, produced directly on hearing the adult label for a
picture in her circus book: [kLjak5.m ], an intriguing combination of
metathesis (which otherwise occurs in her lexicon only in [Lupe 5.1c*
for /A.k' rop5,t / 'acrobat' (1;10), [pLi] for /1.pitas/ 'shovel' (used once
only, [kft'] for /tek:/ (from 1;7 on), [rn.sa] for /ILI-vas/ (1;7 only,
corrected to [1A.rnas] by 1;8), and [6ja] for /jii:a/ (1;7, corrected to
Vital by 1;8), and "vowel- copying, or assimilation, from one syllable
to another.

Quantity

Simple length.-- short vs. non-short -- appears to pose no parti-
cular problem in consonants. The error quotient for all medial obstru-
ents, taking into account only variants "correct" along every dimension
except quantity, is only 25% at 1;7, and drops steadily through the three
following months: 19% at 1;8, 16% at 1;9, and 13% at 1;10. The c neres-
ponding error quotient for nasals and /1/ is negligible. In vowels, the
number of short vowels reproduced as long is insignificant (the highest
figure being 25% for /e/ at 1;7, down to 11% by 1;10, with no errors in
length recorded for /a, V, o, or o /). There is more of a tendency to
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fail to render the long vowels as long, with some error for all vowels
(except reproduced only in one form, [nal for /hii:a/ 'to call out,
shout'), ranging from ioocx for /0:/ (reproduced once in each month
of field sessions, from 1;8 to 1;10) to none by 1;9 for /e:/ and /u:/. 8
The total number of forms involved is very small, however, so that
the only conclusions possible would seem to be that (a) correct repro-
duction of length is more difficult in vowels than in consonants and (b)
long vowels are more likely to be perceived, or at least reproduced,
as short than vice-versa.

Correct perception and production of the difference between 'Ong
and overlong segments or syllables is a further crucial task in the
acquisition of Estonian phonology. Already at 1;7 and 1;8 a number of
overlong forms appeared to be correctly reproduced, but in the absence
of a record on tape the actual fidelity of the child's reproduction can
not be ascertained. tine farm, /jii:stu/, used for the first time during
a field work session at 1;7, was practiced over and over as Linda made
a distinct effort to reproduce it correctly. As is the general rule in
her imitations, the first effort was the most accurate -- ijii:Thuj, fol-

lowed by [tiit:u1, [Cih:14, and [jiit:u1 (twice). At the next session a
week later she varied between [jii:htui and [jiihail, the latter with a
distinct pause -- as if for-a glottal stop -- in the middle of the long [h:j,
SC) that Ejiihniul might be a more accurate rendition. At 1;8 she was
still dissatisfied with her own version of the word, varying the pronun-
ciations [jii:sluj, (jit;h9sul, [ju:tsul and jjiih:tuj. It is likely that, aside
from the /st/ cluster, which still gives her some trouble in other forms
as well, the chief goal of all these variations on the same word was
reproduction of the extra length in the first syllable, as Linda tried
lengthening now the medial consonant or cluster, now the vowel. In
fact the vowel is long and the /s/ is long as well, this being one of the
cases in which assignment of segmental length involves an arbitrary
decision.

To determine just how closely the length of the child's forms
approximates the adult norms would require instrumental analysis,
but aside from subjective judgments regarding absolute length, which
are liable to be unreliable, close attention to tape recordings allows the
child' s performance to be rated for two important additional cues to
the contrast, length of the second syllable vowel and intonation. At
l ;9 a number of forms could be unmistakably categorized as long or as
overlong:



Long
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Overlong

[pf' atsj for
CP6' Pil
06' Pil
[1u' liJ
[pep. uJ
[mul iJ
[et. u]
[is' u]
[keke u]
[kn.. aJ
[m ij
[en' aJ

/Cstu/
/fink. u/
/kirjut a/
/merilin/

Table 3

[1c6:k iJ
[m8:slij
[kCik:i] for

iJ
[nOV:stuj
[rriek:hij
[jCih:tu]
[jeh:tij

/sOk:i/
/ket':ki/

/mPh:kmet/

/leh:ti/

Though there is no long /1 / in the adult model for [0..4 and [m(1. iJ,
Linda's relatively consistent use of the long, not short or overlong,
degree in these words shows that a certain amount of control over
length as a variable has been achieved. Alongside the correct forms
above we, find.errors such as [tiip'a] for /t(ip:a/ -- the second syllable
vowel distinctly 'long', giving the impression of a long rather than
overlong first syllable; [rat' a], [Oat' a] for / 8:t a/ -- the obstruent
long, the first syllable vowel long but not as long as expected in an
overlong syllable; [vale al and [Cip al for /vek:a/, /14:a /; and [k81:a
for /kOl'ane/, with the second syllable as long as would be expected
in a form with a short first syllable and the medial sonorant in the third
degree of length. In general, exaggerated lengthening of the second
syllable after a long or overlong syllable was a frequent error. In
monosyllables the third degree of length was generally found as ex-
pected -- [1(8:1(' 1, [fik:sj, but e. g. [jo:1g, with a short, near-voiced
final consonant, for /jO:ke /.

Linda's intonation patterns were also exaggerated at 1;9, but she
was clearly able, in a majority of forms, to associate a rising pitch
with long syllables, a rising/falling contour with the extra long, even
in monosyllables such as /kO:k. / (cf. Liiv 1960:488). In view of the
well-known fact that children acquire intonation patterns relatively
earlier than other linguistic distinctions, it is not surprising that
Linda should be well on her way to mastery of the long/overlong con-
trast by 1;9. By 1;12 she shows less of a tendency to exaggerate the
length of the unstressed syllables, and makes even more impressive
use of the rising/falling pitch on overlong syllables (never on the short
or long), not-1131y on her recently acquired lexical item /i5:p. at/ 'boots'.
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Phonological processes

a

Up to now we have looked at the general outlines of Linda's sub-
stitution patterns, taking up each consonant and vowel position separately
and not attempting to describe Linda's structures at the four stages as
integral wholes. While I do not propose to begin postulating a series
of grammars at this point, by taking,a closer look at the particular
choice of substitutes made, in the context of the whole words involved,
in initial consonants, the area which. showed the greatest change over
the four months examined, we may be able to'gain a clue as to what
organizing principle(s) may be at work as Linda deals with the task of
recognizing and, in particular, reproducing parts of her linguistic
environment.

To begin with the stops, the only words showing variations or
errors in the replication of /p/ are

1;7 1;8 1;9 1;10

/pcil:(e)/ b51: el': pcil:i
ipinkvf:n/ epinku,

vinku
/pfiksit/ pfit'si bCitsi, pCksi pfitsi,

pas it vitsi

-- the first and third form containing a "difficult" vowel, one Linda
is still in the process of mastering, while the second includes a
difficult medial cluster, probably the source for initial [v] in the
variant [vinku] as well as for the unstressed vowel in both variants.

For /# t/, the two errors are represented by:

/ti vi: / vi' vi,
pi. bi,

vi

/tek:/ kit:

bf bi,
ti0vi

kit:

tr vi

kit: kit:

In both these forms the second consonant is interfering with the first,
I. e. the consonant in the more "stable" position is interfering with
that in the less stable position. In the second form cited the metathesis
of [t] and [k] may well be reinforced, or partially induced, by allitera-
tion with its usual modifier in Linda's language, an affec-
tionate baby-talk term meaning, roughly, 'cuddle- cuddle'. The phrase
[1(S.Ii kit:1 'cuddle blanket' persists in Linda's language today (at 1;12).



For /# k/, errors occur in

/krkup/
/kin:i/
/kirjut A.p/
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ku, ki ku kfku
e e e e

ngra:i :i

Icae kfl a* a, ilel* a
e eIP a, ha a

/kOmp:vek , pop u, ki.ep u, kilmp u,
.

kOmp* u/ k6p:u, kOrnp u kOmp u
/k5r:v/ ki:14:, tub: k51-:

kfku ki ku
kfn:i kin:i

kn.. a kn.* a

kid

The errors in reproducing initial /k/ are all ephemeral, none persist-
ing beyond 1;7. Here again the fourth and perhaps the first example
show the influence of a consonant later in the word -- though the initial
[pJ in [pikul is better explained, if at all, as a dissimilation from medial
[kJ than as an assimilation to the final short [pl, which Linda came to
pronounce (in any word) only some five months later.

Turning to /# s/, with its high error quotient, we may as well
look at the data in full.

/s4a/ papa mpa, napas. .

/si:a/ sala saia'
/seta/ seta seta
/se:/ se:
/seiSa/ eisa
/ser:ka/ lelka
/ si.:a/ si:ae

En.:a'
/ sc. n / si:n
/ sinti/ .. ........, linti, linti =VI, =h.,e . e, . :sant',

linti
/ sinin/ nini(d)
/ s8k:i/ Ittik:i, giiki, ktik:i kCik:i k6k:i

(Ai
/suss :, sils:i/ (s)us:, uf: uf:, us:, jos: sus' 1, . siis isus'
/ su:r/ ju:
/ stl:p/ su
/ s61:e/ tCtja ttlja t6i:a

Table 4
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The source of the initial consonant substitute seems clearly to be the
post-vocalic consonant, with zero in case that consonant is again /s/
( /seisa, sus:/). The initial [t] in /stil:e/ constitutes a unique example,
so that we cannot determine in detail the respective contributions, in
terms of perceptual or motor analogy, of the medial /1/ or the vowel
/ti/. A lone example of /;/, produced after much prompting by the
mother, again shows the significance of the post-vocalic consonant
in suggesting a substitute for a troublesome initial: /islei:f/ yields
(1;8) [veil.

The data on the sonorants /1/, /r/, and /j/ in initial position also
deserve quoting in full. (The nasals are produced almost without error
from 1;7 on, and are thus of little interest here.)

Agpiths/ pati
/11h:ti/ ja A a''1-1.*

/1grn as/ mitsa
/1S,mp:, 1S.mp:i/ mmpi,

mampi,lamp
/1:tulap/
/lei:pa/
/liplik As/
/lihs/
/111:1

/lin:t/
/irnta./
/lip:/
/(ej#) 1Cipa./

rha
11:

in t, nin t
inta, mnta

jghti

mamp

1S.1. au

ve pik as

lil:

jahti jghti
1S,m as

lam p

ve:pa

nin t
mnta, linta
vip:

mani, numi
numi

/1Cisilas/
/ tit le/ liv1i
/liivi/
/lina/ tuena 0mna

/ rg:tio/ S.jo, kju aj, ,u
/141-1a/ Igha
irgt as/ gt a at. a(s)
/ rO pi/
/r6heline/ m`..thi

/romk(i)/

/rOnip/
/rtit:u/
/r6nkas/

liplikIs

jilf
wil a. 111.a
nint nin t
mnta, lints pinta

vip:
jup a

1Ctsikk
161i,

lina

S.ju
.0
ilaha
at as
jo.p1

lusik
li

jCtvi

aju
jaha

non' gi
nun, g
nuns
.0jut:u

g, ping

Table 5
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Here again, until [1] begins to.be used, we have zero initially for /r/
or /1/ where the post-vocalic consonant provides no reproducible
model (IA.:, nasal from post-vocalic nasal ( /lam' as,
lamp:, lin:t, linta, lumi, Tina,. rOn:ki, rOnig, rnkas /, and perhaps.
even /r6heli`ne/, though the /n/ of the adjective suffix was first used
only once at 1;12. In the remaining cases we find (1) [v] where post-
vocalic /p/ occurs in the model (lei:pa, -- suggesting a
decision to combine the feature 'labial', copied from medial /p/,
with the feature 'continuant', echoing the replaced sugement /r/,
given the availability of a viable segment [v] bearing just this blend
of features -- and (2), as a kind of last resort, [j], where neither /i/
nor /j/ follows closely ( /r&ha, l&h:ti/ vs. /x4:tio, lina/).
A few further examples of the influence of the post-vocalic consonant
are provided by the data on jod, though the semivowel shows the least
variation of the non-nasal sonorants.

/ja(h):/
/j&k:1/
/jal:k, j&lat/

/j&l:ka/
/A:na+lin. t/
/j&tkup/
/jiik u/
/j8:kc (i)/
/jiihip/
/jiihaup/

jo:p/
/jii:kset/
/jii:stu/

/j6nle u/
/jP,:t.is/
/jtiri/
/jg:p/

ja:, jah: ja:

al:, &la
alk

kiik u

81a, ju:

jut:u,
juhtu
kale o, k&k u

jiihu

ju:a, ju:
jfitsi
ju:s' u, juhsu

k&k u
j&si, jasi

&la

1;1' ka
j&:janint

juk u
jo:k'

j&k.

1&16(k)a..ja: jamn:
jatki
Jul(' u
jo:k

juh to
ju:a., ju: ju:a

k&k u
sksint
ju li

s!s :i

jg:

Table 6

Clearl; Linda is operating with a tentative consonant assimilation
rule which copies a post-vocalic consonant initially just in case the
initial consonant is not a stop (oral or nasal). This "rule" is optional
at all stages, and loses force steadily as the various consonantal
articulations are masterd. It thus constitutes, in effect, more of an
operational principle or strategy for dealing with difficult initial
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consonants than a "productive rule" in the sense of adult grammars,
and it would have to include some further constraint relating to the
perceptual salience, or, in Waterson's terms, the strength of arti-
culation -- insofar as either of these can be judged -- of the medial
(adult) consonant, to account for the fact that nasals are by far the
most "contagious" post-vocalic entity.

Recalling that Linda also has a tendency to copy a stressed
vowel into the unstrek. ed vowel position in disyllables, moreover,
it begins to seem that the consonantal assimilation is part of a larger
principle -- a kind of preference for reduplicating, alliterating, or
assonating syllables -- a preference clearly evident as well in the
child's forms reported in Waterson 1971, where of 15 forms, eight
are fully reduplicative, three are alliterating, one is assonating,
and only three show none of these patterns. This same preference,
in fact, would account for Linda's wholly non-functional use, three
times in the course of the second two-hour session and frequently
on earlier occasions, according to her mother's report, of one of
her first two-word collocations, [kola' iljui ] 'fish swims', apparently
uttered purely for purposes of aesthetic indulger..ce. The high num-
ber of reduplicating words in Estonian as well as English baby-talk
undoubtedly reflects children's attachment to the form -- as a. residue
from the babbling, syllable-repeating stage?

MORPHOLOGY AND LEXICON

In the phonological discussion above I concentrated on substitution
analysis, taking the adult form as a model of the child's intention,
though without necessarily concluding that the adult form is an "under-
lying form" in the child's grammar: We do not know what the child
actually perceives -- and I have made no tests to deLgrrnine whether
Linda would note the error if I imitated her in merging /kleit:/ 'dress',
/tek:/ 'blanket', and /kit:/ 'chain' in fkit :J, for example, so I must
consider the shape of any "base forms" Linda's grammar may contain
a moot point, at least until it can be established that (some of?) the
phonologically alternating inflected forms in her lexicon are perceived
as semantically unified entities. 9 In turning to morphology, for the
briefest of sketches of Linda's achievements in this area, I have essen-
tially proceeded in the same manner, keeping conservatively close to
the concrete evidence in interpreting the productivity of the inflections
she seems to be using. Like Bloom 1970, I have tried to use the
linguistic and situational context to understand the meaning of what
Linda says, though her meaning is by no means always tied to the
immediate environment, nor is the boundary between repetition of
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forms for pleasure and phonetic practice and their meaningful use
always clear. Thus, alongside the example of Linda's early "sentence"
[kAlai up' J, given above, notice these ambiguous instances: (1) Linda
repeats the word /k8va/ 'loud' to herself after hearing me wonder to
her mother whether the tape-recorder has been on loud enough; a week
later, as I begin to prepare the machine for recording, she uses the
word again -- though it had not surfaced in the interim. The "meaning"
of the word for her at this point remains obscure. (2) As her mother
converses with a friend who uses the expression /bi: tOhi/ 'mustn't'
several times, Linda begins practicing it. Later, whenever her mother
mentions the friend's name, Linda volunteers /ei: tohi. Some time later
she begins to use the term in what appear to be appropriate contexts --
but the pr,Jper "meaning" of the term seems clearly to have lagged
behind its phonetic form in taking its place..in Linda's emerging lexicon.

I append here, citing only the shapes of the adult model words,
Linda's active vocabulary (as testified in field work sessions) as of
November 1971 (1;11), omitting only words directly mimicked on hearing
an adult and not repeated later, and including inflected forms wherever
Linda has produced a recognizable corresponding inflection, whether or
not regularized or otherwise distorted (see Appendix). To summarize
the results of a very preliminary syntactic and morphological analysis,
the categories into which I have tentatively divided Linda's lexicon are:

(a) common nouns -- total so far: ca. 140. This includes only
nouns other than names, used holophrastically or as possessor-possessed,
subject or object of a sentence, or in the comitative ('with') case.

(b) proper nouns -- 16. Names of persons and dogs only so far;
only one has received any inflection.

(c) pronouns -- 3. I include as a pronoun /ise/ '[my]self',
though it is syntactically unique in that it typically occurs after the
verb in the adult sentence, reinforcing the noun or pronoun subject,
which normally precedes the verb. It occurs only in the nominative
(Linda has not yet used its suppletive oblique forms, on the base /enta /),
and is uninflected for person or number. In Linda's sentences it generally
occurs as a reinforcer for her own name, tnfrita fail 'Linda [hel]-self',
but it also follows the verb in iti;:n fsij 'I-do[ t] [my]self'. It thus fails
to pattern with either of Linda's other pronouns, /se:/ 'it', which occurs
in the nominative singular in the normal subject-verb order, and /6mat/
'own-ones', which occurs only in possessor-possessed constructions:

6matj 'auntie's own-ones'. /se /, which was present already at
1;7, could in theory substitute for all the missing personal pronouns
('(mother)[herjself does it', etc.), but actually had been used only for
the first person singular through 111. The fact that it is often sentence-
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final -- ur at least post-verbal -- in adult Estonian, and thus, according
to Slobin (1972), more salient to the child, may well explain why it
occurred so much earlier than any of the other pronouns, though it also
has the advantage of not changing, as the deictic personal pronouns do,
with a change in interlocutor: Linda may hear 'Can you do it [your]self ?'
and respond with the same term, '[My]self'.

(d) adjectives -- 19. No inflection so far (with the possible excep-
tion of one .occurrence of /if et/ 'new, pN'), though Estonian adjectives
take, potentially, all the cases found on nouns and must obligatorily
agree in number with the noun modified.

(e) numerals -- 5.
(f) verbs 47. I include the copula, though it only occurs so

far as an emphatic, with the affixed particle /+ki/, as part of the inter-
jectional remarks /On:ki tfihi/ 'is indeed ,.mpty' or, in the sense Linda
hears most, 'there we are, it's empty now', and /6n:ki otsas/ 'is indeed
at-anend', i.e. 'all-gone'. Linda appears to use these phrases inter-
changeably, on closing a book she is no longer interested in, for example.

(g) reduplicatives -- 12. These words are not inflectable and are
ambiguously nouns or verbs, depending on context: cf English tickle-
tickle or wee-wee. The one lexical item which is er.tirely Linda's own
creation, (nb,"[-7ni:(i)] 'eat, food', is also listed here. Though it de-
parts formally from the other reduplicatives in having, in some instances,
a final vowel, it shares their stress pattern and it also shares their mor-
phological traits, as described above. At 1;12, however, Linda used an
infinitive marker on this form, thus setting it apart from the rest of
this set.

(h) adverbs 25. I include all nouns inflected for locative case,
or used in a clearly locative function without inflection. 10 Specifically,
19 of the "adverbs" are nouns used as locatives, of which 16 are speci-
fically marked for locative case, while 3 lack the expected case marking
but are clearly intended as locatives: [ninta ka p6p.0 ketrni] for I. p6pou
ple kre:rni/ 'Linda too [gets] cream [onto (her)] bottom', as her mother
applies ointment; [jg:t-ist pinki] for /j6:tist pinki pea:1/ '[we ate] ice-
cream [on (the) ] bench's frniau for irnCirul... / or /rnitru
pea :l / '[I'll do a] somersault. [on (the)] grase.'1 Of the 16 nouns marked
for locative case, five also occur in "grammatical" cases, i.e. , nomina-
tive or partitive, while the remaining 11 are true "adverbs" in Linda's
lexicon in that they do not as yet function as regular nouns, occurring as
subject or object of a sentence, etc. Of the 7 nouns used in the comitative>
on the other hand, none fail to occur in either the nominative or the parti-
tive as well. Two further instances of nouns unmarked for case but used
in a function where a "locative" case marker would be expected in adult
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Estonian are [vfska mils i] for / ...mils ile/ 'throw [ to] Marilyn', while
rolling a ball, and [.tia khl' i-kL i] for /aCiale... / '[to the] bow-wow
hug-hug'. I do not include these instances under the category "adverb",
since the missing case marker is here functionally a dative, though
formally it is identical with the allative or 'onto, toward' case. This
suffix was actually used for the first time at 1;12: [ma kg.: piihu lintalb]
'mother also blow [on food, to cool it] fo Linda'.

Before presenting the lexicon I review briefly the order of L'ada's
acquisition of inflectional markers and morphophonemic alternants
through 1;11.

The regular third person singular past tense marker, /s/, is
used fo the first time at 1;8, on verbs ao:t.ais] for /6:V as/ 'waited',
[Os':tis] 'bought', [kiik:us] 'fell', [11u:laus] for /lg.u:lis/ 'sang'), but
with no particular contextual motivation for past tense use in some
instances, and even on nouns: [t.ais] for [.t. as], the form she had
been using before and has used since for /rgt:aff/ 'wheel, tricycle';
[t6mais] for /tOmat' / 'tomato', LA.tjaislto,r_LELi/ or /pL:ja/ 'pillow,
sN or sP'. In other words, she appears at this'point to have noticed
the marker and is eager to begin using it, but she is not yet certain
how it is supposed to function (compare her acquisition pattern for
/bj tOhi/ 'mustn't', described above). By 1;9 the past tense inflection
is established and is used only in appropriate contexts. It continues
to have the form [is] for /s/ in some cases: cf. [Nr.:t'ais] for /vg.:t as/
'watched'; [kfl' ais] for /kfrjut*as/ 'wrote' (with Linda's own present
tense form [kn.'s.] as a base); [ju :s] for (irregular) /j8i:/ 'drank'.
The inflection is clearly productive at this point.

The only noun case which appears to be used productively by 1;9
is the cornitative or 'with'-case, marked /ka /, also first Mard at 1;8:
[h6pula] '[ride] with-horse' (the verb /s8i:t' a/ 'ride' governs this
case) and ljglakhl 'with Ethel foot'. By 1;9 she still used this inflection
on very few nouns, but could answer the question /mil. e +11 sa mknkit/
'what are you playing with ?' with an inflected form: [iihup. ikk]
'with-balloon'.

With regard to the locative cases used on nouns, it is difficult
to decide whether they are productive or not. The illative case is often
formed by lengthening the first syllable of the base -- which may be
more or less phonologically distant from the surface forms: cf. /tctpa,
ttp :a/ 'room, siv, el.', but /vgsf, v8t:e/ 'water, sN, sll. s, base 44/vete/.
Linda has not so far formed any irregular illatives -- and indeed it is
difficult to imagine what form such an irregular creation could take.
The inessive, marked /s/ like the preterite, is more easily generalizable,
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but has also not been irregularly used so far. Both the illative and
inessive were first used, like the comitative, on the stem qjalka/
'foot', at 1;8. By 1;9 Linda responded to a /kus:/ 'where' question
appropriately, with /kgs't'is/ 'in (the) large box'. These inflections
have been used on relatively few bases so far, but, as mentioned
above, those few bases often occur only in a locative use, so that
there is no way of knowing whether Linda perceives the form as "a
kind of noun" or not -- cf. /tiip:a/ 'lit. into the room', used to mean
'to indoors' in the only sense Linda knows. To give an idea of the
order of development of these affixes I have marked the date of first
use for each noun with a locative marker (see Appendix).

By 1;10 the nominative plural /t/ occurs L. )mmonly. Linda's,
first expression of the marker was at 1;8, on the word /pfiks'it/ 'pants',
which occurs only in the plural, as in English. At 1;9 she used (appro-
priately) the expression /tgt'i ;mat/ 'auntie's ones', suggesting under-
standing of the plural function. Adjectives continue to be unmarked
for plural: cf. 1;10 [vik.i gv it] 'little monkeys' for /vgi:kset Llhvit/
(singular /vgike ah:v/).

At 1;10 also we have a sudden flourishing of the partive singular
marker /t' /, one of the variants used to indicate this case in the adult
language. In the holophrastic stage Linda had used nouns alternately
in the nominative of in the partitive singular, in the less easily detached
variant, lengthening of the first syllable (as in the illative) -- cf. /pal':,
pL':i/ 'ball, sN, sP' -- and her earliest two-word utterances (1;7)
included verb-object as well as subject-verb collocations. Since then,
some nouns appeared correctly in the partitive singular in the object
slot, taking the partitive to be the general object marker for present
purposes. But only at 1;10 did an overt marker come to be used pro-
ductively, the It. / occurring even on forms not normally so marked
in the adult language: e.g., [kCif it' for /1(811:vi/ or /kOh:fi/ 'coffee,
sP'). By 1;11 the marker was used, in a striking invention, on the
irregular partitive /seta/ 'this' (nominative /se:/): [setat' ].

Still incompletely analyzed data from 1;11 show the sudden
appearance of the third person singular present tense inflection, /p /,
even on forms which had earlier been interpreted as imperatives
(unmarked in the second person singular in the adult language), sug-
gesting that it is over-analyzing to define an indicative vs. imperative
mode contrast in the child's linguistic expression at this point (though
she may well know the difference between an order and a statement
or description -- without perhaps yet intending to express the distinc-
tion in speech?)
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NOTES

1 Judging both from Linda's performance and from that described in
Waterson 1971 (English at the 18-19 month-old stage) as opposed to the
three corpuses sketched in Moskowitz 1970 ("The two-year-old stage...
this is commonly the period of fastest phonological change. At the
beginning of this period the child's utterances are interpretable only
by the mother or others in constant attendance on the child, who have
learned, from observation of use in context, what he or she means.
By the age of two the child commands almost the complete adult inven-
tory of sounds and can often be understood by an adult of good will.
The longer mean utterance length at this stage aids understanding by
adults as well, of course.
2

No tape-recordings were made through the first two months of field
work. When, as of the third month, the tape-recorder began to be used
regularly, it was found to be of doubtful help in making certain difficult
phonetic interpretations ([ii]: vs. [ii, [ti vs. [k], etc. ), but it proved
invaluable in examining the evidence with regard to quantity. It is of
course also necessary for retrieving the (adult) linguistic context of
Linda's' utterances, for later syntactic and semantic analysis.
3

The following abbreviations will be used in glosses: s = singular,
p = plural; N = nominative case, G = genitive, P = partitive, Il. = illative,
In. = inessive, Corn. = comitative; Tr. = translative, pres. = present
tense, pret. = preterite; imper. = imperative, inf. = infinitive; and
s2, s3 = second, third person singular. Case will not be specified in
glosses for nouns in the nominative singular, the morphologically un-
marked case.
4

For fuller information regarding the context of the particular substi-
tutions made, see Phonological processes below.

The data on the palatal series of consonants (medially and finally)
requires additional study. For the purposes of the present report
alveolar and palatal consonants will not be treated separately.
6 This sound, transcribed V, is described in Ariste 1935 as "a bilabial
voiced vibrant accompanied by faint vibration of the tip of the tongue.
There is a double stop at the beginning of the sound: a bilabial stop at
the beginning of the sound: a bilabial stop along with a linguo-dental or
linguo-alveolar one. The stop is voiceless, the rest of the sound being
voiced. "
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Ir
7 That Linda at 1;9 was already definitely monitoring her own speech
is well documented by two pieces of self-editing captured on tape:
(1) She tries to say /niik' u nizt up/ 'dolly cries', but the fine ordering
Of oral/nasal and alveolar/velar articulatory' commands apparently has
a 'tongue-twister' effect on her and she interrupts herself twice:
[niik u - niit u nilt - u -J, never quite managing the se-
quence she clearly intended. (2) Hearing Muki bark outdoors she
begins as a reflex to comment [tki i.e. interpreting his bark
as a reaction to my arrival, but then catches herself, as I am in fact
already present, and revises the utterance to name another family
friend: [tti mi- inga].
8 The long [5:] has not yet occurred in Linda's vocabulary. Though it
is certainly present in adult Estonian -- cf. -/r6:ms. 'joy', /v6 ras/
'strange, foreign', /s5:m/ 'draught, gulp', /r5:sk/ 'fresh (cream)'
it may not have happened to be used in the language Linda has been
exposed to so far.

9 Ingram 1970 takes a diametrically opposed position, suggesting that
underlying forms be posited on the basis of what the child appears to
understand as well as what he produces. The establishment of rules
to deal with morphologically related variants would constitute, in either
view, an entirely different level of structure, one which in Ingram's
model, would be superimposed on a more primitive level, which will
eventually have to be discarded.
10 The basic Estonian locative cases include an "inner" or "close
contact" set -- illative 'into', inessive 'in', and elative 'out of (also
used with body parts where English prefers on/off: put a shoe into-foot,
wear a hat in-head, etc.), and an "outer" set -- allative 'onto, toward',
adessive 'at', ablative 'off of, away from'. In addition there is the
less often used terminative 'as far as'; the state of being cases, essive
'in one's capacity as' and translative 'into the state'; the comitative
signifying 'with' in both the instrumental and accompaniment sense;
and the abessive 'without'. Besides the nominative, the case most
commonly used for the subject of a sentence, and partitive, generally
used to mark the "partial" object, there is a genititive case, which
marks the "total" object in some instances in the singular (the nomina-
tive takes on this function in the plural and under some conditions in
the singular, such as after a verb in the imperative) as well as marking
the possessor. Both the partitive and the genitive case may also govern
a large assortment of postpositions and a few prepositions; at 1;11 Linda
had not used any of these yet. Note that Linda has so far acquired none
of the cases involving a negative term in their semantic made-up --
out of, away from, without.
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11 All of these "locative" nouns may in fact be taken to be in the
genitive case, which generally governs postposition. Since the geni-
tive singular is very often homophonous with the nominative and
sometime-, even with the partitive singular, it is even more difficult
than usual to determine at what point Linda begins to make productive
use of this case. It will not be discussed further here.
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Linda's lexicon as of 1;11

(a) Common nouns

dh:v
eh:vi, ehvit

ele en

Lc' ropb.:t1

e. pits4. pe:
pe:t

rik b:s'

ars:ti
aua

auk:

eut o
6.ut okb.

elevInt:

ema.ma:
hepe

heri
helik bp:ter
hi:r
hiSpu(he),,pr:(u)a

h6pukk

hun't :

jak:

jlt
jal:k

jglat4.1:14:2.,
jelakb. 41-

je nalina
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APPENDIX

'monkey'
'sP, pN'
'window'

'ac robat'

'book'
'pN'

'apricot,
orange'
'doctor, sP'
'bow-wow'

'hole'

'cat'
'sCorn. '

'elephant'

'mother'

'beard'
'brush

'helicopter'
'mouse'

'horse'
'sCom. '

'wolf'

'jacket,
cardigan
sweater'
'sG'

'foot, leg'
'plsI,sP/ 811, sin,
sCom.

'ostrich'

jok
jo jo:k

ju:kset

Ju.stu

Antic u

jk:t is
jit:t ist

kee:1 kirja-k

keh:vel

kek a (nun' ut)

kala

kem:i

kernp:sunAtemp:s'i

kena

ken:kar

karu
kast:t.

kes' :ti, kes'tis

kel:

ket':
ki su

kr. gut'

kit:s
klau:n

kleit:

kSsrnp:vek'.k6rnp'u
k6rnp' ut

'drink'.
'sG, sP'
'hair, pN'
'cheese, sP'
'bunny'

'ice cream'
'sP'
'giraffe'
'fork'
'caca (turds)'
'fish'
'comb, sP'
'sweater'
'hen, chicken'
'kangaroo'

'bear'
'box'
isP/sIl, sin'
'watch, clock,
time (of day)'
'(dog, watch) chain'

'kitty'
'sP'
'goat'

'clown'

'dress'
'coffee, sP'
'candy'
isP'



kon:

kon't':

ko:k*
kO:k i

ko:r

kOp'ikas
kot':

kOtu

kranc

kre:mi
kruvi

kuk:

kiik erpg,l':
kiik erpg.P:i

k6r:v

kL.pes

knt:
kge:s

lat;up:
Ilm* as
lamp:

lepias
lei:pa

liplik As

lrha

lii:

lln :t
ut, lin:tu

lip:

1(1m i
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'fog'

'b.one
lap

'cak''
lap

' (orange) peel'

'penny, kopeck'

'purse, bag,
suitcase'
'house, home'

'faucet'
'cream, sP'
'screw'
'rooster'
'somersault'
Ispt

'ear'
'fly'

'hand, sP'
'sIn. '

'ketchup'

'lamb'
'lamp'

'shovel'

'(dark) bread, sP'

'butterfly'

'meat'
'flower'

'bird'
'pN, sP'
'flag'

'snow'
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lasik. as
1Cisik aka

fo'vi

meh:la

mam u
mam ut

mem:e

mo: s'i

mil' a

muna
. ,mu . stk a

mgh:kmet

s'
napa

[neli]nhrk:

nina

nOt's'u

u

ntl:p
8nu

Orav

pal':
per:1

pane:n'

paper

pep.0
pap' ut

part:
partit

pa

pet' arei

patt:ja

'spoon'
'sCom, '

'lion'

'juice, sP'
'fruit, berry, sP'
'pN'

'grandmother, sP'
'jam, sP'
'moo-cow'

'egg'

'music'
'diaper, pN'
'hat'

'navel'
'square'
'nose'

'piggy'

'doll'

'button'

'uncle'

'squirrel'
'ball'
'sP'
'banana'

'paper'
'shoe'
'pN

'duck'
1pN,

'boat'
'sCom, '
'battery'
'pillow'
'sP'



peg pi

pilt:i

pi:mfpuma

pinkvi:n

pli ats

pli:t
plo:m

prit:si
putel

pan'. u

pu
pus':

pol:e

pfiksit

re:tjo
re:tjct

r a.ha

rat as

ret:ala
ron:k

rdn:ki

r 6nkas

sei:a

sapa

s6k:i
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'towel'

'baby'

'picture, sP'
milk'

'sp'
'penguin'

'pen, pencil,
crayon'
'stove'

'plum'

'(eye) glasses, pN'

'injection, sP'
'bottle'

'tummy'

'tree'
'bus'

'apron, bib'
'sp'
'pants, pN'

'radio'
'sP'
'money'

'whell, scooter,
tricycle'
'sCom. '

'train'
'13P1

'ring'
'white bread, sP'

'tail'
'sock, sP'

sus':
sus':i

sus ':

ta'ta
tek:

tit a
vi:

tOmat

to:r

tut!:

tgr:n

tgti

uk:s

van' rna, venaisa

varvas
var:pat

ve si
ve:s, vet:, vet:e

vi:k
vo:ti.

v6:tti

V is

611:tu

6hup&V:
6htiphr

ati:n

[6:11tM':
kar
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'slipper'
'a?'
'choo-choo'

'bow'

'daddy'

' blanket'

'child'

'T. V.'

'tomato'
'chair'
'fire'
'tassel'
'star'
'auntie'
'door'

'grand-mother,
grand- father'

'toe'
1pN'

'water'
'sin. , sP, 541. '

'fig'
'bed'
'all, sin'
'butter. '

'evening'

'balloon'
'sCom. '

'apple'

'owl'
'BP'



(b) Proper nouns

ant:s

erna

e ro
inka

Juk u

linta

ICI. le
let'

(c) Pronouns

ise
ornat

Adjectives

ap' elsin

hea:

k61' an4

k8va

kill' an

lile a

pak:s

palav

/:4nan4

r6heltne

(e) Numerals
uk:s
kak:s
kol:m

'male name'
'female name'

'male name'

'female name'

' log's name'

'male name'

'female name'

'female name'
's P'

'(my)self'

'own(ones), pN'

'orange'

'good'

'yellow'

'loud'

'cold'
'violet'

'fat'

'hot'

'red'
'green'

'one'
'two'
'three'
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merilin mil'
m6. nik

milk' i

pampi

petli

r 6' pi

sinti

to' mas

se,
seta

su:r
teine

tupli

tfihi

u:s
11 et

vek:a

v6!ik e

neli

vi:s

'female name'

'female name'

'dog's name'

'Bambi'

'dog's name'

'male name'
'female name'

'male name'

'this'
'BP'

'blue'

'big'

'other, second'

'good (girl)'

'empty'

'new'
fpNI

'quiet: '

'white'

'little'

'four'

'five'



(d) Verbs

ai':t' a.p
ai:t. as

an' ap

g.stup

ehit Ata

htip:ap

istup

jithip

juh:tup

ju:a
jo:p, jai:

jU:p

kel:a

kertap

ketsup

ki kup
ki:k us

kirjut'ap
kirjut. as

ei: kit:1u

kiik up

ei:

ktl:lat

lgulap
lguais

ei: 1Cipa

mekap

miin'kip

nut up. ntl ap
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'help, s3pres. '
's3pret. '
'give, s3pres.
'step, s3pres.
'to build'

'jump, s3pros.
'sit, s3pres. '
'drive, s3pres. '
'happen, s3pres.'
'to drink'
's3pres. , s3pret. '

'stay, s3pres. '
'pour, s2imper.'
'fear, s3pres. '
'touch, try, s3pres. '
'rock, swing, s3pres.
's3pret. '
'write, s3pres. '
's3pret.
'not touch'

'fall, s3pres. '
's3pret. '
'not fall'
'hear, s2pres.
'walk, s3pres.
'sing, s3pres.
's3pret. '
'not allow'

'sleep, s3pres.
'play, s3pres.
'cry, s3pres.'

nit. slit p
niti:t as
on:ki

oh* a
o:t as

ostap

(Alsip

pith:kap

pithu
puhus

romp

seisap
sd:p

ei: teha

t.n't'sip
te:p

ei: t6hi

to:p

tule

tuliki

ujup

ve; tat' b.
ve:t. ap
ve:t.a
yea' as

ve:rep

vi:p

vis:kap

v6t. ap
v8t' :is
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'sniff, inhale; s3.pres.

'show, s3pret. '
'is indeed'

'wait, s2imper.
's3pret. '
'buy, s3pret. '
's3pres. '
'look for, s3pres.
'rest, s3pres. '
'blow, s2imper. '
's3pret. '
'climb, s3pres. '
'stand, s3pres. '
'eat, s3pres. '
'not want'

'dance, s3pres.'
'do, make, s3pres. '
'must not'
'bring, s3pres.
'come, s2imper. '
's3pret. + indeed'
'swim, s3pres.'
'to watch, look'
's3pres.'
's2imper.'
's3pret. '
'roll, intr. , s3pres. '

'take (away), s3pres.

'throw, s3pres.'
'take, s3pres.'
's3pret. '



(g) Reduplicatives

alb -a18:

amp: s -amp: s

ht's -gt' a

km. i-kg.l.

(h) Adverbs

jal:ka
jalas

lc:sa

kgt' : ki

kin:i

ko: s

ktirk:u

kge:s

lgh:ti

tna:s

1;8
1;8
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'a hurt, a wound, pain'
'telephone'

'bite'

'spanking'

'hug, embrace, cuddle'

'tickle
'kiss'

'foot, sIl. '
'sin.

1;? 'along'

1;9 'box, sIn. '
1;8 'broken'
1;7 'closed'
1;9 'school, sIl'
1;10 'together'
1;10 'throat, sIl.
1;9 'hand, sin'
1;7 'open, (cut) off, free'

1;8 'ground, sIn.'
tngha 1;8 'down (lit. ground, sIl. )s

rnuru 1;8 'lawn, sO (+postposition)'

6tsas 1;9 "finished, all-gone'
pgrk:i 1;7 'park, sil. '
pinki 1;10 'bench, sG1
pap' u 1;10 'bottom, 80 (body part)'

(nkn':-ngn':(i) )

s' -pg.t1 s'

pis: -pis:

(tio:-tf9:)

tht'i-tati
(«titt'ip. tut'up)

p61?:i 1;7

ptlh:taks 1;8

pghe 1;7

ritt:u 1;9

sel,:ka 1;10

st:a 1;9

si:n 1;10

s61:e 1;7

tup:a 1;8

vgr:mis 1;10

ye is 1;7
vet:e 1;8

vo :t'i 1;10
vo:tits 1;9

gra 1;9

'eat, food'
'bath'

!wee-wee'

'toy, esp. musi-
cal instrument'

'sleep' (s3pres)

'potty, sIl. '
'clean, sTr. '
'head, 41. '
'fast'
'back, sIl. ' (but] on,
w. ref. to clothes)
'here, sIl. '
'here, sin. '
'arms, lap, sIl.
'indoors, sIl.
'ready, done'
'water, sIn.

'bed, ell'
'away, off'

'away, off'
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(1) Particles, interjections, etc.

aitpti: 'thank you! '

'no, not'
etasi 'onward, ahead'

hai: 'hi: '

ck:a 'still (more]' (emphatic)
ja(h): 'yes'
ka: 'also'
kik:i 'peek-a-boo'
ni: 'so, this way'
no(h): 'well, urn, and now... ? '
nbtr-nOu: 'no (to dog only)'

nN(e): 'see, sZimper'
of: 'oops! oh; '

ok.ei: 'o. k. '

pal: 'bye'

tere 'hello! '

ve:l 'more, again'


